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ABSTRACT

As HPC systems move towards extreme scale, soft errors leading to silent data corruptions become a major concern. In this thesis, we propose a set of three optimizations to the classical Redundant Multithreading (RMT) approach to allow faster soft error detection. First, we leverage the use of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) to collocate sibling replicated threads on the same physical core to efficiently exchange data to expose errors. Some HPC applications cannot fully exploit SMT for performance improvement and instead, we propose to use these additional resources for fault tolerance. Second, we present variable aggregation to group several values together and use this merged value to speed up detection of soft errors. Third, we introduce selective checking to decrease the number of checked values to a minimum. The last two techniques reduce the overall performance overhead by relaxing the soft error detection scope. Our experimental evaluation, executed on recent multicore processors with representative HPC benchmarks, proves that the use of SMT for fault tolerance can enhance RMT performance. It also shows that, at constant computing power budget, with optimizations applied, the overhead of the technique can be significantly lower than the classical RMT replicated execution. Furthermore, these results show that RMT can be a viable solution for soft-error detection at extreme scale.

Conforme los sistemas de HPC se mueven hacia una escala extrema, los soft errors que producen corrupciones de datos silenciosas se convierten en una gran preocupación. En esta tesis, proponemos un conjunto de tres optimizaciones al clásico enfoque de Redundant Multithreading (RMT) para permitir más rápida detección de soft errors. En primer lugar, aprovechamos el uso de Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) para colocar los hilos hermanos de replicación en el mismo core físico, para eficientemente intercambiar datos y descubrir errores. Algunas aplicaciones de HPC no pueden aprovechar totalmente SMT para mejorar su rendimiento y en cambio, proponemos utilizar estos recursos adicionales para tolerancia a fallas. En segundo lugar, presentamos variable aggregation para agrupar múltiples valores en uno sólo y utilizar este último para acelerar la detección de soft errors. Terceramente, introducimos selective checking para disminuir el número de valores chequeados a un mínimo. Las últimas dos técnicas reducen la sobrecarga de rendimiento en general, al relajar el alcance de la detección de errores. Nuestras evaluaciones experimentales, ejecutadas en procesadores multi-núcleo modernos con pruebas representativas de HPC, demuestran que el uso de SMT para tolerancia a fallas puede mejorar el rendimiento de RMT. También muestran que a un presupuesto de poder de computacional constante, con las optimizaciones aplicadas, la sobrecarga de rendimiento de la técnica puede ser significativamente menor que la ejecución replicada utilizando el clásico enfoque de RMT. Más aún, estos resultados muestran que RMT puede ser una solución viable para detección de soft errors en una escala extrema.
Index terms— Soft Errors, Bit Flips, Soft Error Detection, Redundant MultiThreading, Hyper-Threading, Hyper-Threads, HPC, Performance Improvement, Algorithms, Detección de Soft Errors, Computación de Alto Rendimiento, Mejoras de Rendimiento, Algoritmos
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Processor's manufacturers have been able to keep making faster and less energy consuming chips for a long time. This has been possible because of several innovative improvements in several fields, like architecture design, better fabrication materials, among others; one example of this are the smaller and faster transistors with tighter noise margins and low threshold voltages currently present in processors. Another example are multicore chips, a current trend in technology, in which several computing units are placed in the same chip sharing different kinds of resources. This allows more than one instruction to be processed concurrently and therefore, if the problem allows it, reduces significantly the overall execution time of a calculation. Even though the combination of such breakthroughs in processor manufacturing have created really fast and efficient chips, it has also made them very complex systems which are more susceptible to transient errors than previous generations [28].

Transient errors (also known as soft errors) are different from design or manufacturing errors in one aspect in particular: they are caused by external events and hence they are pretty much unpredictable. If, for example, a poor design choice causes overheating on a specific core after an amount of time, it can be objectively quantified and determined. Soft errors are caused by foreign factors such as high-energy particles striking the chip, which are more difficult to measure since they cannot always be anticipated. These events do not provoke permanent physical damage on the processor, but they can cause a bit flip (a change of state in a transistor) that can alter data silently (without the hardware noticing) and potentially corrupt the program state.

Main memory already has protection mechanisms like error correction codes (ECC) against bit flips, ensuring that every read value is the same as the one that was written; but sadly processor's cache and registers are still vulnerable. Supercomputers nowadays are very expensive systems used to calculate complex data. Therefore, the time they spend to compute a result
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is commonly long. For example running a complex weather simulation in order to produce an accurate forecast; or the right type of chemotherapy is better to use on a specific patient. If a silent data corruption affects the outcome in such scenarios, it can cause one out of two situations. Either the result is so compromised that is easy to verify that is wrong or it could be mistakenly accepted. But, either way the time and physical resources the supercomputer spent processing would have been wasted. Plus, in the worst case scenario where the soft error goes undetected and the result is interpreted as correct, a wrong valuable conclusion can be drawn from it.

To protect against these kind of errors, replication is typically used. The result of a calculation is performed not once, but multiple times and the results are compared. Replication comes in two flavors: hardware or software. There are many types of redundant hardware specialized to be reliable against this sort of problem, but are more costly than regular hardware. Software replication on the other hand, allows common commercial processors to implement this mechanism as well; making it the common solution for supercomputers and for this thesis as well [37].

There are two main challenges when dealing with soft errors. The first one is being able to detect that an error happened. The second is correcting the error and ensuring that the final result of the calculation is correct. In common solutions, redundancy is used at some level. Hardware replication, though efficient, requires expensive specialized micro chips, however software replication allows common hardware to implement this feature. Usually, instructions are replicated and frequent checks are placed to detect errors. If the check fails then the application is usually restored to a previous checkpoint. But, as expected from replicating the application, this technique incurs a lot of performance overhead.

Software replication can also be further classified into two categories, Instruction Level Redundancy (ILR) or thread-local replication and Redundant Multithreading (RMT). Basically the difference between them is whether the replication happens in the same thread or is distributed into two threads, respectively. Redundant Multithreading approaches [23] [34] [37] try to minimize the overhead that ILR produces, by separating the work into two threads: one that only calculates values from the original code and another one that also calculates values and checks if both results are the same.

In Redundant Multithreading schemes the inter-thread communication is the performance bottleneck. We propose a set of three optimizations to the classical RMT approach to allow faster soft error detection. The first one is to leverage Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) to allow faster data transfer between sibling replicated threads by placing them on the same physical core. SMT threads share the cache L1 of a physical processor, among other execution resources [20]. The fact that this level of cache is shared among them, makes the data exchange significantly faster than if threads were pinned on different cores. More importantly, some HPC applications cannot fully exploit SMT for performance improvement and instead, we propose to better utilize these additional resources for fault tolerance.

The second optimization we propose is called variable aggregation. It reduces the communi-
cation traffic between threads by grouping multiple values together into a single merged value, while still delivering soft error detection. Finally, we introduce selective checking to reduce to a minimum the amount of checked values, by identifying the points of the application where checks are strictly necessary. The last two improvements relax the soft error detection scope but reduce significantly the overall performance overhead of RMT.

Our experiments, executed with HPC representative benchmarks on recent multicore processors prove that using SMT for fault tolerance, enhances RMT performance by just pinning threads to the correct cores. It also shows that with optimizations applied, the general overhead of the technique can be significantly better than the classical RMT replicated execution. Furthermore, these results also show that RMT can be a viable solution for soft-error detection at extreme scale.
The objective on this chapter is to provide an overview of concepts, techniques and other information necessary to properly understand the current thesis. For that, in the first section, concepts of faults, errors and failures on a computing systems are defined. Later on, some causes and consequences of soft errors in particular are also mentioned. The chapter then continues with 3 more sections. Detecting soft errors, where the most common used strategies are presented and the ones of more interested to the thesis are further explained; like the case with Redundant Multi-Threading error detection technique and its different versions, based on the communication pattern between threads. Correcting soft errors section, which tries to refer current schemes of recovery once an error has been identified. Finally, the simultaneous multi-threading section defines such technique, presents the Intel version (Hyper-Treading) and explains how this feature can be used to accomplish efficient soft-error detection.

### 2.1 Faults, Errors and Failures

The current thesis proposal relies on the following concepts defined in [2]:

- **The function** of a system is what the system is intended for, and is described by the specification in terms in functionality and performance.

- **Correct service** is delivered when the service implements the system function.

- A **system failure** is an event that occurs when the deliver service deviates from the correct service.

- **An error** is the part of the system state that may cause a subsequent system failure.
• A fault is the adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error.

Having stated such concepts, it is easier to analyze soft errors. One natural question about them is: how often do they happen? Should a regular laptop customer be aware of such errors? In [7] a large study of 193 data centers over 16 months was conducted. The figure 2.1 shows the amount of single-bit memory errors reported on the systems. Although most of the centers experienced very few faults, the image does serve the purpose of demonstrating that soft errors really do happen in real life computers. One point to mention is that the data centers on such analysis were not protected with ECC or any other of memory error code correction mechanism. Most of today’s supercomputers have some kind of protection on main memory, but processors registers and caches are still vulnerable to these kinds of faults.

In general the probability of a soft error is low, but the error rate in future HPC super computers is expected to increase [6]. Even now, with current low errors rates, many silent data corruptions have provoked important loses. Sun Microsystems, for example, has acknowledged that important clients such as eBay, American Online and Los Alamos National Laboratory have experienced system failures caused by transient faults [22].

![Figure 2.1. Histogram of the number of memory single-bit errors reported by 193 systems over 16 months, data from [7].](image)

### 2.2 Causes and Consequences of Soft Errors

Among the most commonly mentioned causes for soft errors are energetic-particle strikes and fluctuating power supply [15] [28] [37]. Smaller transistor’s sizes and lower power voltages allow
faster and less energy consuming chips, but it also makes them more susceptible to neutron and alpha particles [7]. There have been other studies such as the one in [3], that show evidence that other factors such as temperature and the position of the sun in the sky (actually it would be more correct to say the position of the earth related to the sun) are also related to the presence of soft errors.

Consequences of soft errors are very different. A single bit flip can be as dangerous to cause a whole system failure or as innocent to provoke absolutely nothing. It is possible to classify the consequences in two types: visible and silent. In first one, there are events such as segmentation faults, which can happen if a bit flips changes the address of a read/store to non accessible memory. Another example of this category is an infinite loop, a bit flip can modify a loop variable resulting in an endless scenario. This type of consequences result in a system detectable event, usually the operating system will notice it and do something about it, like killing the process. Although it is quite serious that the application is stopped and has to be restarted, at least the user knows that something went wrong.

The other type of consequences are the ones that can be more dangerous, the silent ones. A soft error can go undetected for several reasons. It may be because it happened on an address that was not being used, or that was not going to be used anymore; in either case it does not cause a failure and the system can finish correctly. There are also cases in which depending on the algorithm properties the bit flip can be masked. An iterative process that converges to a result may take a couple of extra iterations because a soft error modified the value being calculated, but can still complete normally; of course, that depends on how the soft error corrupts the value.

But sometimes, in the most unfortunate scenario, the error can alter important data without being detected. The algorithm continues as if nothing happened and the final result can be significantly compromised. In the case of supercomputers that are used for expensive calculations, all the time the system took to finish might have been totally in vain because of a soft error. On certain occasions, the output can be determined to be correct if it falls in a certain interval, depending on the algorithm properties. However, there might be a very unlucky scenario, in which the final value is assumed to be correct and important decisions are made with it. But, whether or not it can be established that the final value is error-free, all the time spent producing it was wasted; which at the end results in money looses.

In order to deal with soft errors, two main phases have to be performed: detection and correction. Section 2.3 describes the first one, while the latter one is presented in Section 2.4.

### 2.3 Detecting Soft Errors

For HPC applications, different approaches have been proposed to detect via software the soft errors that are difficult to detect at the hardware level. Some approaches rely on full replication [9, 25]: the flow of the application is replicated and the outputs of sibling instances are compared to
detect differences that would indicate that an SDC has occurred. Such a technique can detect SDCs with high precision, but it is a costly solution as it doubles the amount of resources required to run the application and it may slow down the execution time due to the required synchronization between the replicas. The core idea of replication lies in the low probability of soft errors. Since it is quite unlikely that a bit flip happens even once, by replicating the instructions and comparing their results, the probability of a soft error corrupting data inadvertently can be further reduced. It would be very unlikely that two bit flips happen one after the other one at very specific time periods, at the two precise memory addresses where the values to be compare are and at the same precise bit in both values.

The other main approach to detect soft errors relies on data analysis to detect unexpected variations in the values of some program variables, that could reveal the occurrence of SDCs [4, 31]. Such solutions induce much less overhead than replication. However, these techniques are only applicable if the data of the application changes in a predictable way, which is not always the case [5].

As mentioned in Chapter 1, replication can be classified into hardware and software approaches. In the next two subsections each one of them is explained.

### 2.3.1 Hardware Replication

Hardware redundant approaches are transparent to the programmers. Specialized hardware is in charge of replicating and comparing the instructions in order to be reliable against soft errors. Many approaches are mentioned in [28] like a watchdog processor to compare the values against the main running processor. There are real system like the ones in the Boeing 777 airplanes [35] which replicates the processor and use checkers to validate the redundant computations.

There are other, somewhat unusual, ways to perform hardware detection for soft errors. Upasani et al in [32] present a physical way to detect particle strikes. The basic idea is to add to the processor acoustic wave detectors in order to be able to literally hear a particle strike. A more detailed explanation presented in the same paper:

“Alpha and neutron particles can cause soft errors in semiconductor devices. Upon a collision of a particle with a silicon nucleus, the ionization process creates a large number of electron-hole pairs, which subsequently produce phonons and photons. Generation of phonons and photons indicate that a particle strike results into a shockwave of sound, a flash of light or a small amount of heat for a very small period of time. Therefore, we may try to detect particle strikes by detecting the sound, light or heat.”

The authors in [32] choose an acoustic wave detector to identify particles strikes through the sound they generate. They claim that the type of device they propose leads to few false positives and that it is not too costly to be integrated into a common processor. While it is very interesting to know there are other ways to prevent soft errors, such approaches are out of the scope of the current work.
These specialized hardware are more costly than the commercial ones. Which is to be expected since there are more physical parts and more logic is necessary in the chip. Also, this kind of hardware might not be all the time necessary and if it cannot be turned off, it means such expensive resources may be wasted sometimes. For that, physical replication is not the common choice and although there are many design proposals regarding how is best to replicate in hardware, the current focus of the thesis is software replication used to detect soft errors.

2.3.2 Software Replication

Software replication approaches are more attractive because, contrary to their counterpart, are much cheaper since they do not require expensive specialized hardware. Of course there are some disadvantages of software-only schemes. They usually incur non negligible resource overhead (time, cores, memory) and they are also not transparent for the programmer. Software redundancy can be classified in two levels, process or thread level. Process replication creates a full process clone of the application (which duplicates the memory footprint but maintains and protects each process data in a separate block). Values are shared between processes to compare results and detect any mismatch that could indicate an SDC. At thread level, data is not fully replicated as it can be shared between sibling threads, also synchronization and communication between threads is easier than with processes. In this work we focus our attention to thread-level replication mechanisms, they can be further classified into Instruction Level Redundancy (ILR) and Redundant Multi-Threading (RMT).

2.3.2.1 Instruction Level Redundancy

In this category, also called thread-local error detection, all is accomplished in the main thread. Instructions are replicated, creating a separate (shadow) data flow along the original one, and integrity checks are added in order to detect errors. The second data flow works using different registers, therefore allowing safe value comparisons by the checks. Also, since there is no dependency between the master and shadow instructions they can potentially be executed in parallel leveraging from instruction-level-parallelism present in modern processors [15]. The Figure 2.2 shows a common ILR code transformation. A simple sum in performed twice in the main thread and extra operations are added to perform the integrity checks.

2.3.2.2 Redundant Multi-Threading

The second group of software replication at the thread level is redundant multi-threading error detection. In this case, the work is distributed in two threads, they can be called producer or leading thread and consumer or trailing thread. In ILR error detection, the code size of the application increases significantly and all the checks are added on the critical path of the program, resulting in a lot of performance overhead. Redundant multi-threading tries to solve this issue by
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Figure 2.2: Code transformation with ILR

(a) Original code

```plaintext
a = 5
b = 8
c = a + b
print(c)
```

(b) Replicated code with ILR

```plaintext
a1 = 5
b1 = 8
a2 = 5
b2 = 8
c1 = a1 + b1
c2 = a2 + b2
check c1, c2
print(c)
```

distributing the work in two threads; this makes sense since multi-core chips are so popular in the market [23] [34] [37].

The original application code is replicated in both threads. Every time a value needs to be checked for soft errors, the leading thread produces the value, the trailing thread consumes it and checks it against its own calculated value. RMT removes the checks from the critical path of the application by having the second thread be the one that compares the results. Figure 2.3 shows how the original code from Figure 2.2 can be replicated into siblings RMT threads; blue color in this case is used to denote the new instructions added for error detection.

Figure 2.3: Code transformation with RMT

```plaintext
(a) Producer thread code

```plaintext
a = 5
b = 8
c = a + b
produce(c)
print(c)
```

(b) Consumer thread code

```plaintext
a = 5
b = 8
c = a + b
check(c, c2)
```

In ILR as well as in RMT not all original instructions are duplicated; for example in both Figures 2.2 and 2.3 the `print` instruction is only executed once. It is common practice [15] [23] [34] [37] that library function calls as well as store/loads to/from memory are excluded from replication. In the case of library functions, since the code is not available to instrument and the result from two calls of the same method might be different (as with the case of “rand()” that generates random numbers), the returned value of the procedure is shared from the leading to the trailing thread.

Stores and loads from memory are also not replicated but, the addresses and values are checked in the trailing thread in order to make sure those operations run free of error. The reason is because soft error detection techniques focus on faults happening in the processor and not in the memory, since ECC and other protection mechanisms exist for RAM, but the processor's
registers are still vulnerable [11]. That is why, once a value has been loaded from memory, it is then shared from the leading to the trailing thread.

One downside of redundant multi-threading is that the threads need to be in constant communication, in order to be able to compare the results each of them obtained. Therefore, the inter-thread data sharing mechanism is the performance bottleneck of such solutions. This problem does not happen in the thread-local variant since everything happens in the same thread. Still, there are some options such as [23] [34] [37] that are able to obtain acceptable performance overheads. In the current thesis we focus on redundant multi-threading approaches.

Asynchronous Communication Pattern

Inter-thread communication is commonly done via a Single Producer/Single Consumer (SPSC) queue. DAFT [37] categorizes some communications patterns among Redundant Multi-Threading approaches. In the example of Figure 2.4 there is an asynchronous (also called unidirectional) communication pattern, where the producer does not wait for the check of the consumer, it simply pushes a value into the queue and keeps on running. In this case, if an error occurs in the leading thread that causes data corruption, the trailing thread will detect it later. But since the producer may have already made other operations with an incorrect value, the whole process must be stopped or fixed. As long as the instructions the leading thread performs do not escape its scope (local thread memory), this mechanism works fine.

However, the use of volatile variable accesses makes the problem more complicated. A volatile variable is one that may be modified in ways unknown to the implementation or have other unknown side effects. Memory-mapped IO accesses are an example of volatile variable accesses [37], like printing to the monitor, writing to a file, communicating through the network. Therefore, if the leading thread executes one of these operations with a soft error, the consequences can be catastrophic and irreversible; corrupting a file or sending incorrect data to another node are some examples. These operations are the ones that need to be fully validated before executing them. Therefore, it would not make sense that the trailing thread reports that an error has occurred, after it has already provoked a terrible irremediable effect. However, there might be cases where there are no volatile stores and this communication pattern is sufficient.

Synchronous Communication Pattern

On the other hand, when there are volatile stores the above mentioned scheme is not safe enough. Because of such problem, the safest option is that every time the leading thread performs any memory operation, instead of continuing, it waits for the trailing check to confirm that such operation is error-free and then makes forward progress. So, the communication pattern would be synchronous (or bi-directional). An example of this approach is shown in Figure 2.5; the right-to-left arrows denote the times the producer has to wait for the consumer. This approach implies that threads are synchronized every time a value needs to be checked. The way this is
done in the literature is via non-locking mechanisms because involving the Operative System (semaphores or mutexes) would be too expensive, so usually spin-wait loops are used. Sadly, even so, the downside of such approach, is that it increases the already non negligible overhead of asynchronous inter-thread communication, as demonstrated in DAFT [37]. The producer now spends a lot of time waiting for the consumer, rather than actually doing something useful.
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There is a third option in between waiting for the result of the trailing thread on every single memory access or just let the producer make forward process without any synchronization whatsoever, we called it **semi-synchronous communication pattern**. The basic idea is to make sure that only volatile variable accesses are correct before performing them. This is done in the literature by either synchronizing with the consumer only for those cases, or adding local comparisons in the leading thread (an ILR approach) [34] [37]. Figure 2.6 shows an example of this scheme the way [34] does it.

Such scheme reduces the inter-thread communication cost but, poses other troubles. One problem is to be able to determine volatile variable accesses and their dependencies. Such information might be available at compile time or it might be more difficult to obtain, like functions accessed by pointers. If ILR is chosen to protect volatile accesses, then the dependencies of the stores must be also replicated in the leading thread. In the case where a simple variable, already corrupted due to a soft error, is used to obtain the memory address of the volatile store, it does not help to duplicate the calculation of the memory address. Every data dependency has to be verified before performing the store. So, if the application has multiple volatile memory access points, the leading thread actually ends up replicating everything because of data dependencies, which will defeat the purpose of redundant multi-threading.

Another problem with such scheme is that since the producer thread is able to run in some
cases without the check of the consumer, it might trigger exceptions. A division by zero or segmentation fault can occur because of a change in a value or an address. Such problems should not happen in a soft-error-free scenario so there might not be appropriate handlers for them in the original code; which will usually cause the program to be killed by the OS. One option, if one needs to provide recovery from this scene, is to add artificial handlers. Furthermore, they should be able to determine if the exception was due to natural causes, in which case the error should be passed to the application’s original handlers (if any); or if it was due a soft error, where it should be managed differently. Another strategy could be to have the application be executed by an external program, one that can monitor and make decisions in cases where the original executable is unable to recuperate itself [34] [37]. Figure 2.7 shows an overview of the different communication patterns in Redundant Multi-Threading approaches.

The work in this thesis tries to speed up a semi-synchronous RMT scheme with several improvements and techniques. We use the scheme presented in [34] as our starting point because is the one that delivers a safe execution with acceptable performance degradation.

![Figure 2.7. Redundant Multi-Threading Communication Patterns](image)
2.4 Correcting Soft Errors

The correction phase is the one that executes only when a soft error has been identified. Checkpointing approaches can be used in the correction phase, like mentioned in [6] [15] [23]. Figure 2.8 shows the diagram of this technique. Every certain amount of time, or instructions, the application’s state (a checkpoint) is saved somewhere. The information saved should be enough so the program can restart the execution based on it. The state usually means the values of the variables at certain point in time and it is very important to make sure that every saved data is error-free. Checkpointing comes with a performance overhead, there is a penalty every time the application must be stopped in order to collect its state; depending on how much is saved each time and how many times a checkpoint is taken, the overhead varies. The benefit of checkpointing is that if an error is detected, the program is restored to the latest safe point and (hopefully) not the beginning of the execution. Since a transient fault is something very unlikely, the cost of recuperating the system in case of error is not typically a problem, but the cost of maintaining the checkpoints is what negatively impacts performance.

Another option to recover from soft errors is having Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR). Figure 2.9 shows the diagram of such technique. Two extra copies of the calculation are performed and a majority vote is used each time to decide the correct result. There is no explicit correction phase in this approach because, a soft error would be detected by having one of the three copies being different than the rest (assuming of course a Single Event Upset, SEU). And the correction phase, would be having the copy that diverges from the other two discarded and letting the program continue from there on with the other two; or the failed copy can be restored to the state of the other two. Note that this scheme has both identification and correction of soft errors, however TMR in general is a very expensive approach since it maintains two extra copies of the application [6].

These techniques have been already studied for a while and are a popular choice to correct soft errors [15] [16]. It is also not uncommon to provide only soft error detection solutions, since error correction methods can be later included [23] [34] [37]. No matter how the execution should be restored, if needed, the replication phase that allows error detection should be done efficiently.
Because of these reasons, the thesis focuses on soft error detection, specifically a redundant multi-threading approach.

### 2.5 Simultaneous Multi-Threading

*Superscalar* microprocessors implement a form of parallelism called *instruction-level-parallelism*, which allows them to execute more than one instruction during a clock cycle. It is done by concurrently dispatching several instructions to different execution units of the processor. *Simultaneous Multi-Threading* (SMT) is a technique to increase the performance of a superscalar microprocessor. It allows independent threads to better utilize the physical resources of a processor. A machine with SMT capabilities tries to allow multiple threads to execute simultaneously in the same cycle, on different functional units [27].

#### 2.5.1 Intel Hyper-Threading

Intel's *Hyper-Threading* Technology brings the concept of simultaneous multi-threading to the Intel Architecture. Hyper-Threading makes a single physical processor appear as (at least) two logical processors. The physical execution resources are shared and the *architecture state* is duplicated for the logical processors. Each logical processor has its complete architecture state which consists of registers. Among them are the general purpose registers, the advanced programmable interrupt controller (APIC) registers, the control registers and some machine state registers; Figure 2.10 shows how a core with Hyper-Threading technology looks like. From a software perspective, since there are multiple architecture states, the one physical processor appears to be as multiple processors. This means operating systems and user programs can schedule processes or threads to logical processors as they would on multiple physical processors.
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From a micro-architecture perspective, this means that instructions from both logical processors will persist and execute simultaneously on shared execution resources [20].

![Figure 2.10. Core without and with Hyper-Threading](image)

Intel in [20] claims that the number of transistors necessary to store another architecture state is an extremely small fraction of the total. But doing so favors a much more efficient resource usage, which translates to greater performance at very low cost. The logical processors nearly share all other physical resources, such as caches, execution units, control logic, branch predictors and buses.

Hyper-Threading does not do much for single thread workloads, but when multiple threads can run in parallel there may be a significant performance improvement, because it ensures that when one logical processor is stalled, the other logical processing unit (on the same core) can continue to make forward progress (without context switching). A logical processor may be temporarily stalled for a variety of reasons, including servicing cache misses, handling branch mispredictions, or waiting for the results of a previous instruction [20].

Although Intel claims that common server applications can benefit from hyper-threading, obtaining around 30% of performance improvement [20], there are cases when Hyper-Threading does not yield an improvement or even worse represents an overhead, as analyzed in [30]. Memory bound applications, in which the bottleneck is the memory latency, can benefit from Hyper-Threading. While one hyper-thread is waiting for a memory access, the other one can utilize the execution units, leading to a better resource usage. On the other hand, for CPU-intensive programs that tend to keep the execution units busy, having to share such resources with another thread will not represent an enhancement.

The use of hyper-threading in the detection phase of soft errors can be of a lot of help. Since in redundant multi-threading approaches the bottleneck is inter-thread communication, the fact that hyper-threads share the L1 level cache can be exploited. Instead of having to send data from one core to another, usually through the last level of cache (or even worse, through main memory),
exchanging values using L1 cache can benefit performance significantly. Figure 2.11 exemplifies this situation.

Figure 2.11. Diagram of Hyper-Threaded Processor
In this chapter the related work is presented. Selective Replication, a branch in soft error detection is first briefly introduced. Current solutions for soft error management are discussed, their strengths and their weaknesses are analyzed. Multiple schemes of soft error detection via software are discussed, in order to establish the current thesis approach. Finally the chapter ends discussing the proposed ways to improve Redundant Multi-Threading approach.

As it was mentioned before, there are many ways to accomplish soft error detection via hardware, but they all require specialized hardware, which is out of the scope of the current thesis. As an alternative, different software-only fault-tolerance mechanisms exist. Since common hardware is used, they need to modify the program, either after compilation by binary instrumentation or during compilation. These solutions, are categorized into Instruction Level Redundancy (thread-local) and Redundant Multi-Threading error detection. In the first category, redundancy is added in the same thread and in the latter replication is distributed in two threads.

### 3.1 Selective Replication

One important aspect about bit flips it that they do not necessarily lead to a system failure. For that, many authors have explored the possibility of protecting just the parts of the application that when hit by a particle strike, may result in data corruption. Protecting only areas of the program susceptible to soft errors is usually referred to Selective Replication. Calhoun *et al* in [6] try to determine the way a soft error propagates thought different kinds of HPC applications. They say that in order to understand what parts of the applications needs protection, it is first important to know how a soft error spreads to contaminate more data or instructions. The authors
perform their tests with MPI applications and analyze fault propagation at two levels. The first one is rank local, how the soft error modifies local values in the same process where it happened; the second one is among ranks, the way other process are contaminated when inter-process communication occurs.

Shoestring [8] accomplishes fault tolerance based on two areas of prior research: symptom-based fault detection and redundancy through ILR. The former one relies on the fact that applications in presence of transient faults often exhibit abnormal behavior. Examples of these symptoms are branch mispredictions or memory access exceptions. They say that symptom-based detection is inexpensive but the amount of coverage is typically limited. For that they take advantage of ILR. Which can get to nearly 100% of fault coverage, however replicating the application incurs a lot of performance overhead. The authors perform compiler analysis to identify the vulnerable instructions that symptom-based fault detection fails to detect and protect them with redundancy. One downside of the solution is that the algorithm to identify such instructions requires hardware specific knowledge, for example knowledge about exception-throwing instructions from the instruction set architecture [17].

IPAS [17] also attempts to protect only the code that actually needs coverage. The authors use a machine learning process in order to identify the instructions that require duplication. They claim that protecting the whole application wastes a lot of resources due to the low probability of a soft error actually modifying important data. And even in such cases, it may not be catastrophic because in most HPC applications a soft error can be masked due to the algorithm properties (meaning that the result is acceptable even in the presence of an error). With a well-trained model, they manage to get low slowdown achieving high coverage percentage against data corruption. One downside on the solution is the time it takes the machine learning process to produce accurate results, which is considerable slower than a compiler based approach like Shoestring [8].

Regardless of what needs to be protected in the application, the replication phase must be efficient. For that, the next two sections explain further replications mechanisms.

### 3.2 Instruction Level Redundancy

A well known thread-local replication compiler-based approach is SWIFT [13], where instructions are duplicated within the same thread and periodic checks of both results are added, ensuring the correct execution of single-threaded applications. The resulting code needs two times as many registers as the original code, which can potentially cause register spills (using RAM when there is no more space available in the processor). For that, in architectures such as Itanium with many registers, the overhead of SWIFT is low [37]. This scheme provides only fault detection, though a common checkpointing technique can be integrated with SWIFT for full soft-error protection.

HAFT (Hardware Assisted Fault Tolerance) provides full soft error management. It uses
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ILR for fault detection and Intel’s version of Hardware Transactional Memory, Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX), for fault correction [15]. Hardware Transactional Memory provides a mutual exclusion mechanism, in which there is a way to create an atomic block of instructions, a transaction. When executing the transaction, modified data is kept temporarily in the core’s cache. If no memory conflict (read/write, write/write) is detected with another concurrent transaction, every instruction in the block is atomically committed to RAM; so every other core can view the results. On the other hand, when a memory collision is identified, all modified data stored in the cache is reverted and no single operation of the transaction is committed to RAM [12].

Intel’s TSX provides a very convenient way to explicitly force a transaction abort and therefore restore the state of the core to the beginning of the transaction. Such mechanism is exploited in HAFT for soft error recovery purposes [15]. After the code has been duplicated with ILR, the application is wrapped in HTM-based transactions in order provide recovery. When an error is detected by the ILR checks, the transaction is explicitly aborted, the state of the application is restored before the transaction began and the execution is retried.

Sadly, since Intel TSX was not thought to be a soft error recovery mechanism, a transaction may fail due to several (sometimes unexpected) reasons. Hence HAFT presents a best effort approach, where a transaction is retried a fixed number of times. If all such attempts fail, that part of the application runs again without HTM. That means, if an error occurs in this unprotected moment of execution, ILR has no choice but to permanently abort the program. Mostly this design choice in HAFT is driven by the restrictions that Intel TSX currently exhibits [15].

Another reference where HTM is used as a recovery mechanism is Fault Tolerant Execution on COTS Multi-core Processors with Hardware Transactional Memory Support [11]. It is an approach which leverages Intel TSX to support implicit checkpoint creation and fast rollback. The authors combine a software-based redundant execution for detecting faults with hardware transactional memory to restore the state of the application if necessary. The main idea of the paper is to redundantly execute each user process and to instrument signature-based comparison on function level. They prefer processes instead of redundant threads because the virtual memory management of the operating system guarantees physical memory isolation and therefore if one error occurs in one process it is less likely that will propagate to its duplicate. This is true for local memory to the process, but if the error happens with a non-volatile memory access (which can execute some I/O operation), the fact that they use processes instead of threads does not help at all. This proposal resembles a lot redundant multi-threading approaches, but using processes. Generally speaking, on each function boundary, a signature is created (using values of variables) which identifies the block of code. It is then shared to the duplicated process so it can be compared. Both signatures should match and if they don’t, the recovery mechanism is initiated [11].

They rely on Intel’s TSX for recovery purposes and so the duplicated process (process 2) has hardware memory transactions. The flow of the technique goes like this: the main process
executes the first function of the program, it creates the signature, shares it with its duplicate and keeps running. When the process two receives the signature, it starts a transaction, executes the function and at the end compares the two signatures, if it detects a mismatch it commences the recovery. This asynchronous scheme is due that signature exchange within a transaction always results in an abort, due to conflicting memory accesses. Since only the duplicated process has TSX, the main one continues executing the application and consequently is a couple of functions ahead of the other one. If an error is encountered, the duplicated process aborts its transaction, but the main one is already some steps ahead and cannot be rolled back to the desired point; for that, the authors decide to kill the main process and fork a new one. It is unclear how they authors deal with volatile memory accesses, because given the scheme the leading process is allowed to execute unsafe operations without a check of correctness. While it is true that the trailing thread will later detect if something has gone wrong, the first process might have already execute an irreversible situation [11].

3.3 Redundant Multi-Treading

An example of redundant multi-threading with asynchronous communication pattern is COMET (Communication-Optimised Multi-threaded Error-detection Technique) [23]. Mitropoulou et al first identify that the performance overhead of most redundant multi-threading techniques lies in poorly executed inter-thread communication. Since the two threads need to exchange data frequently, if this is naively implemented it can incur significant performance overhead. They propose several code optimizations on the generated code in order to alleviate the problem, but mostly they rely on the Lynx queue [24]. The Lynx queue is a Multi Section Single Producer/Single Consumer (SPSC) with fast enqueue/dequeue operations. Such queues are divided into sections and only one thread is allowed to access a section at a time. The sections have a state indicating who is using it: the producer by writing values or the consumer reading already produced fields. The synchronization of threads happens only at section boundaries, the consumer cannot start reading from a section that has not been totally written; and the producer cannot start filling a section that has not been entirely read (except the first time). This separation allows that both threads access the queue simultaneously without locking each other, provided they work on different sections. A multi-section queue tries to solve problems such as cache ping-pong and false sharing [24].

The main novelty of Lynx queue is using just two instructions per enqueue and dequeue operations; that is the read/write of the data and advancing the dequeue/enqueue pointer. This is performed by taking advantage of memory protection systems available in commodity processors and operating systems. Each section of the queue is followed by a protected memory zone, non-readable and non-writable, which are called red zones. This red zones serve as the synchronization mechanism triggers. Every time the enqueue/dequeue pointer reaches a red zone at the end of the
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section, it will access protected memory. Therefore, a segmentation fault signal is raised which is managed by a custom exception handler where the synchronization takes place. By doing this trick, they remove the synchronization cost from the critical path of execution and reduce the overall number of instructions executed [23] [24].

The authors from COMET actually personalize the Lynx queue in order to make it more efficient for the redundant multi-threading case. They sacrifice general use of the modified queue for performance gains. The error detection code generation is performed automatically as a RTL ¹ pass in the back-end of GCC.

While the Lynx Queue helps a lot in the inter-thread communication, the fact that is a multi-section queue means that the communication pattern must be asynchronous, and so the producer never awaits for the consumer check. This is done in this case to prevent deadlocks. If the producer has to pause for the consumer but is in the middle of filling its section, it will wait forever, since the consumer cannot start reading values of such section until it is completely filled. Having this scenario means that there is no protection against volatile memory accesses. In fact, the authors from [23] do recognize that such operations are protected in the state of the art solutions, but then they do not mention mention how this problem is solved in their paper.

Decoupled Acyclic Fault Tolerance (DAFT) [37] is another example of the redundant multi-threading schemes, where the threads are scheduled to different cores. The authors present a non-speculative version with synchronous communication pattern. Before any memory operation in the leading thread, the address and value are sent to the trailing thread, compared against the corresponding duplicate values and then a check is sent back to the leading thread. While all this happens, the leading thread has to wait (by spinning) for such check before continuing. In this version of DAFT, there is a lot of performance overhead because of the inter-thread communication.

The same authors then present a speculative version with a semi-synchronous communication pattern. Basically, the idea is to speculate that the operations performed by the leading thread are without-errors and therefore allowing it to continue freely as much as possible. That permits the leading thread to advance on some instructions without a proof of correctness, removing the busy waiting from the critical path of the application and also reducing communication bandwidth. Zhang et al (authors from DAFT) point out that volatile variable accesses still need some kind of check before execution, in order to avoid catastrophic effects. So, they implement ILR in the leading thread only for volatile memory accesses and their dependencies. For any other operation, the leading thread is allowed to make forward progress, producing values that will be later checked by the consumer, but not having to wait for them [37].

However, the approach comes with the penalty of possibly having an incorrect execution of the program due to misspeculation. Since the leading thread is allowed to continue on some operations without a check, it might be unaware that a transient fault has already corrupted

¹RTL stands for Register Transfer Language. The last part of the GCC compiler work is done in this low-level intermediate representation [1]
important data. The authors try to solve this issue by injecting artificial handlers in the code, so in case an exception is raised by the leading thread on operations that were speculated to be correct, they can be properly managed. There is another downside of the solution, the fact that there might be several dependencies for volatile memory accesses, that could depend as well on other values. That situation will cause the leading thread to have ILR in a lot of its code; which would defeat the whole purpose of having a redundant multi-threading approach, this has already been discussed on Section 2.3.2.2. By performing such mechanisms and other optimizations, DAFT manages to still be deliver a correct execution of the program and decrease performance overhead significantly compared to their non-speculative version [37].

Another Redundant Multi-Threading approach is presented in Compiler-managed software-based redundant multi-threading for transient fault detection [34]. As well as DAFT, they analyzed the high cost of having a synchronous communication pattern and conclude it involves too much performance overhead to be a manageable solution. The authors, also identify that volatile memory accesses must be confirmed correct before the leading thread can execute them. In order to detect such operations, they rely on variable attributes available to the compiler and only in those cases the leading thread awaits for the trailing thread’s confirmation. Basically, they propose another semi-synchronous communication pattern that only synchronizes with the trailing thread on volatile memory accesses. Sadly, they ran into the same problems DAFT does when allowing the leading thread to continue on some operations without a check. Sometimes exceptions might be triggered due to soft errors and the authors decide (as well as in DAFT) to install artificial handlers on the application in order to deal with those signals.

Both DAFT and Compiler-managed software-based redundant multi-threading for transient fault detection, propose a Redundant Multi-Threading approach with semi-synchronous communication pattern. The difference between them is how they deal with memory volatile accesses. The latter option, makes the leading thread wait for a confirmation from the trailing thread in such cases. On the other hand, DAFT decides to implement ILR in the leading thread instead of having to synchronize both threads. Both options run into problems when they choose to allow the leading thread continue on some operations without a proof of correctness.

COMET [23] focuses on optimizing the inter-thread communication in a redundant multi-threading approach with asynchronous communication pattern. They compare their results against the state of the art solutions, or so they claim, and get a higher performance on average by reducing the number of instructions executed. However, they actually perform the tests against a technique similar to DAFT [37] and Compiler-managed software-based redundant multi-threading for transient fault detection [34], which both are semi-synchronous RMT solutions and therefore provide protection for volatile memory accesses. But, since COMET does not protect against volatile variable accesses because of its asynchronous communication, it seems that is not a fair comparison.

Sadly, the optimizations described in [23, 37] are not applicable in our HPC context. In DAFT
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The main factor that limits the performance of existing RMT solutions is the cost of communicating between threads to compare the output of their execution [23]. In software-based RMT, a leading thread has to send the result of each operation it executes to its sibling trailing thread that detects soft errors by comparing the values it receives with the result of its own operations. The single-producer/single-consumer (SPSC) queue involved in this communication is central to the performance of RMT. The first improvement we propose is to run sibling replicas on SMT threads of the same physical core, to allow for more efficient communication between them.

The second direction we study to improve the performance of RMT is to limit the amount of data that is exchanged between the leading and the trailing thread. To achieve this goal we first propose variable aggregation, that is, to combine several values produced by the leading thread into a single value and to send this single value to the trailing thread (this thread also groups the same variables together, so there is no mismatch). The second technique we evaluate is selective checking, that aims at reducing the number of variables that are checked for soft-error detection. More specifically, in this thesis, we evaluate the performance of a solution that only checks variables that correspond to communication with the outside world.

3.4.1 Using SMT for Soft Error Detection

The use of Hyper-Threading in Soft Error detection techniques in general has, to our extent, not been investigated properly. There are however, some papers published a while ago (2000 and 2002) that propose hardware solutions leveraging from a Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) Processor. Transient fault detection via simultaneous multithreading [27], suggest how a SMT processor can be tweaked and improved, in order to be able to create a Simultaneous and
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Using batches with a semi-synchronous communication pattern could lead to a deadlock in the case where the \textit{leading} thread is waiting for an acknowledgment from the \textit{trailing} thread while the \textit{trailing} thread is waiting for the current batch to be full to start processing data.
Redundantly Threaded (SRT) processor. A SRT processor would be able to efficiently execute an application with redundancy in order to detect soft errors.

Transient-fault recovery using simultaneous multithreading [33], continues the work done by Reinhardt et al [27] to extend a SRT processor to a Simultaneously and Redundantly Threaded processor with Recovery (SRTR). The authors propose how would be best to add error recovery to a STR processor. Both solutions are hardware-based, which are out of the scope of the current thesis.

We aim at leveraging SMT for soft-error detection as proposed in the seminal paper by Reinhardt and Mukherjee [27]. However, contrary to the solution described in [27], our solution is solely implemented at the software level. Making use of wasted CPU cycles through SMT threads can allow for efficient RMT-based SDC detection.

Specifically on Redundant Multi-Threading approaches, Hyper-Threading has neither been investigated appropriately. The only mention we know of is in Compiler-managed software-based redundant multi-threading for transient fault detection [34], in a single experiment with their semi-synchronous communication pattern. They authors compare hyper-threads that share the L1 cache (config 1), against threads on different cores within the same cluster that share a L4 cache (config 2) and threads on different clusters with different L4 caches (config 3). The physical configuration of their test machine made the second configuration perform best, the configuration 1 came in second place (but not by much) and the configuration 3 behaving much worse than the other two. It is important to notice that such paper was published in the beginning of 2007, more than 10 years ago. For that, and other reasons explained in Section 4.2, we believe that a more detailed investigation of Hyper-Threading in Redundant Multi-Threading soft-error detection techniques is necessary.

### 3.4.2 SPSC queues

As discussed previously, the SPSC queue used to communicate between the leading and the trailing thread is central to the performance of RMT. The SPSC queue problem has largely been studied even outside the context of RMT [10, 18]. The key point to achieve high performance with an SPSC queue is to reduce the number of control instructions that a thread should execute during an enqueue or a dequeue operation [24].

Batching has been proposed to improve the performance of SPSC queues [19, 24]. The main goal of batching is to allow the threads to run a sequence of operations (enqueue or dequeue) corresponding to the size of one batch with a reduced number of control instructions. As discussed previously, the use of fixed-size batches as in [24], is not suitable for a semi-synchronous communication pattern between the producer and the consumer as required by our RMT approach to handle stores to volatiles variables, as it would be prone to deadlocks.

The solution proposed in by Wang et al. [34] relies on flexible batching. More specifically, their main ideas are Delayed Buffering and Lazy Synchronization. As such, we name this queue, the
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The producer batches a few values before updating the index that is visible to the consumer. This allows improving performance as it reduces the number of cache line transfers between the two threads. Such a solution is still able to deal with volatile stores because in this case the producer can make a batch visible before it is full. We present the DB-LS queue in more details in Section 5.1.

In the rest of this work, we use the DB-LS queue as a basic block for RMT, because according to results reported on the paper, is the most efficient existing solution for implementing a semi-synchronous communication pattern within our context of HPC applications.

3.4.3 Reducing the scope of soft-error detection

One of the contributions of this thesis is to study how much selective checking, that is, limiting the number of values in a program that are checked for soft-error detection, can improve the performance of RMT.

This idea has already been proposed in the context of ILR [17, 36]. These papers propose different techniques to identify the main variables of a program that need to be protected for a program to be correct. The work presented in [21] aims at achieving the same goal. These works are complementary with the contribution we present: In this paper, we study the impact of selective checking by applying a simple heuristic, that is, applying soft-error detection only to the store instructions to volatile variables. In the future, we could try to apply more advanced techniques to decide which variables to protect, such as the ones introduced in these works.
In this chapter the research description is presented. The problem definition, proposed solution, justification, hypothesis, objectives, scope and limitation, and testing methodology are explained.

4.1 Problem Definition

Redundant Multi-Threading is a replication-based technique to detect soft errors. The original application code is duplicated in two threads, the producer or leading thread and the consumer or trailing thread. Both threads execute almost the same code and every time a value needs to be checked, there is data exchange from the producer to the consumer and or vice versa. The latter thread, performs additional checks in order to compare both values and be sure that no soft error has happened. In such schemes, communication between threads happens frequently and that represents the main performance bottleneck of such solutions.

There are 3 types of communication patterns in RMT solutions, synchronous, asynchronous and semi-synchronous. In the first one, the leading thread must wait for the trailing thread confirmation on every memory operation, making the performance overhead unmanageable. RMT schemes with asynchronous communication patterns try to minimize the data exchange between the two threads. They let the producer make forward progress all the time without a check from the consumer. When there are no volatile memory accesses such schemes provides enough soft-error-detection with low performance overhead [23]. However on the other hand, when there are volatile memory accesses, an asynchronous communication pattern does not offer sufficient protection. RMT approaches with semi-synchronous communication patterns take into account volatile memory accesses and still try to provide low inter-thread data exchanging. The basic idea
is to allow the leading thread continue without a proof of correctness as much as possible, while delivering safe execution of volatile memory access.

Although there are several variations of a Redundant Multi-Threading soft error detection technique, in general they incurs a lot of performance overhead because of the highly frequent inter-thread communication.

4.2 Justification

4.2.1 Volatile Variable Accesses

Several authors [23] [34] [37] claim that applications have few volatile variable accesses and that RMT with synchronous communication pattern is unrealistic because it adds so much performance overhead. In COMET the authors even decide not to protect at all against such instructions. But we have found that volatile variable accesses are not too uncommon. Many real HPC applications use programming models like MPI or OpenMP, where data needs to be transfered between nodes or threads regularly. Each one of these function calls includes at least one volatile memory access that should be confirmed to be correct before execution. As an example of this, there are several programs included in the Mantevo benchmark project. The Mantevo project has a set of mini applications (kernels) that are representative in the HPC programs. These small software examples perform the most common work that HPC real software do as well [13]. For example, the HPCCG mini app is described as follows:

"Many engineering applications require the implicit solution of a nonlinear system of equations where the vast majority of time as problem size increases is spent in some variation of a conjugate gradient solver. As a result, any miniapp focusing on this area will necessarily have a conjugate gradient solver as the dominant computational kernel. MiniFE or HPCCG is a miniapp that mimics the finite element generation, assembly and solution for an unstructured grid problem"

Such software does represent a lot of engineering HPC applications. In this case the problems is solved with an iterative algorithm that approximates the solution. If the application is executed with MPI, on every round of the loop that data is refined there is a send/receive instruction to neighbors nodes and every one of these communication instructions represents at least one volatile store. On the other hand, if it is run in a single machine with multiple threads, on every iteration there is also communication among threads; which again are volatile stores.

Another example is CoMD or MiniMD: a molecular dynamics simulation, also a miniapp from the Mantevo project. It is explained as follows:

"The MiniMD application is miniature version of the molecular dynamics (MD) application LAMMPS. The source for MiniMD is less than 3,000 lines of C++ code. Like LAMMPS, MiniMD uses spatial decomposition MD, where individual processors in a cluster own subsets of the

[1]https://mantevo.org/
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simulation box. And like LAMMPS, MiniMD enables users to specify a problem size, atom density, temperature, timestep size, number of timesteps to perform, and particle interaction cutoff distance.”

CoMD is an MPI applications with a lot of communication between particles through MPI function calls, as stated before each one of this calls is a volatile memory access point which has to be check for correctness before execution.

Such mini applications serve as an example to demonstrate that volatile variable accesses are not that uncommon in HPC software and therefore any Redundant Multi-Threading mechanism should be aware of them. Therefore we believe that a safe approach is to have a solution with semi-synchronous communication pattern, that on every volatile memory access must allow the trailing thread to catch up with the leading one, in order to provide confirmation that no soft error has happened; similar to the solution provided by [34]. As said before, this scheme also has high inter-thread communication costs, which we believe can be mitigated with the use of Hyper-Threading. Since hyper-threads share the cache L1, data communication between them is faster that having the threads on different cores. Our other two improvement proposals can be of great help reducing the overall performance overhead.

4.2.2 Redundant Multi-Threading with Hyper-Threads

We only know of one experiment that has tested how hyper-threads behave in a Redundant Multi-Threading technique[34]. In such tests, further explained in Section 3.4.1, the hyper-thread option came in really close, even better in some cases, to the best configuration (having two threads in the same cluster sharing the L4 cache). Also the last option of two threads in different clusters not sharing a L4 cache behave significantly worse than the two other options. We believe the following reasons justify a more detailed investigation of Hyper-Threading in Redundant Multi-Threading approaches:

- Such experiments were performed a long time ago (more than 10 years ago), in which some implementation details of Hyper-Threading may have been improved by Intel.

- The specific physical characteristics of the test machine cannot be generalized to all supercomputers.

- The technique tested was not specifically designed to run on hyper-threads, therefore there might be some modifications that might decrease the overhead.

- The overall time performance of the technique with hyper-threads does not necessarily has to be better, compared against threads on different cores, to justify its use. Hyper-Threads run on a single core, therefore if a hyper-threaded version of the technique performs similar to threads on different cores, means that the resource utilization overhead of the system can be significantly improved.
4.3 Solution

Some HPC applications cannot fully take advantage of Hyper-Threading for performance improvement due to algorithmic properties; different data access patterns make up for different performance gains. Whether the original application can benefit from HT or not, we propose to use these additional resources for fault tolerance instead.

Second, we present variable aggregation to group several values together and use this merged value to speed up detection of soft errors. Instead of sending every single data that needs checking through the SPSC queue, we can accumulate multiple values into a single variable. Therefore reducing the amount of traffic that goes through the queue, while still being able to detect soft errors in any of the values.

Third, we introduce selective checking to decrease the number of checked values to a minimum by manually identify the volatile memory access points of the application where checks are strictly necessary. The last two techniques reduce the overall performance overhead by relaxing the soft error detection scope. By doing this the overhead can be reduced significantly.

4.4 Hypothesis

Applying the proposed improvements to a Redundant Multi-Threading detection technique with semi-synchronous communication pattern, shows that it can be a viable solution (less than 2x overhead) for soft-error detection at extreme scale.

4.5 Objectives

4.5.1 General Objective

The main objective of this thesis is to improve a Redundant Multi-Threading technique with semi-synchronous communication pattern via the 3 optimizations proposed, to show than it can be a viable solution (less than 2x) for soft error detection at extreme scale.

4.5.2 Specific Objectives

1. Design and implement the way Hyper-Threading can improve a RMT with semi-synchronous communication pattern approach.

2. Design and implement variable aggregation improvement for a RMT with semi-synchronous communication pattern approach.

3. Design and implement selective checking improvement for a RMT with semi-synchronous communication pattern approach.

4. Evaluate the performance improvement of each of the optimizations proposed.
4.6 Scope and Limitations

The current thesis focuses only on soft error detection, specifically on a Redundant Multi-Threading approach. Since checkpointing techniques have been commonly used for soft error correction, we believe our scheme can easily be further combined with such a technique in order to provide complete soft error management.

4.6.1 Restrictions and Assumptions

It is assumed that main memory is already protected by mechanisms like ECC against bit flips. Also, only one of these faults is expected to happen per execution of the application (a Single Event Upset, SEU). Both assumptions are commonly made in the literature [6] [15] [23] [34] [37].

4.7 Test Methodology

The final software and experiments will be run in different machines on the Grid’5000. Grid’5000 is a large-scale and versatile testbed for experiment-driven research in all areas of computer science, with a focus on parallel and distributed computing including Cloud, HPC and Big Data. Next are some features about Grid’5000:

- provides access to a large amount of resources: 1000 nodes, 8000 cores, grouped in homogeneous clusters, and featuring various technologies: 10G Ethernet, Infiniband, GPUs, Xeon PHI.
- highly reconfigurable and controllable: researchers can experiment with a fully customized software stack thanks to bare-metal deployment features, and can isolate their experiment at the networking layer
- advanced monitoring and measurement features for traces collection of networking and power consumption, providing a deep understanding of experiments
- designed to support Open Science and reproducible research, with full traceability of infrastructure and software changes on the testbed

In order to try to provide HPC representative results with our experiments, we will be using applications part of the Mantlevo Project (already mentioned in Section 4.2). Such applications are small examples of real HPC software. For each application there in an execution that we call the baseline, which represent the program executed without soft-error detection. Then the replicated version will have 3 versions, no optimization, variable aggregation and selective checking. Needless to say that in the last two our proposed improvements will be applied. Finally,

---

for each version there will be two sub-versions where a core-threaded-version, in which the leading and trailing thread will be pinned to different cores. Lastly, a hyper-threaded-version, in which both threads will be pinned to the same core, hence exploiting the hyper-threading capabilities available in the chip.
In this chapter we present the RMT SPSC queue algorithm used as our baseline. Secondly, we explain the way we modify applications to deliver soft error detection and finally present the details of each optimization we propose to improve the RMT performance overhead.

5.1 RMT synchronization

This section presents the RMT synchronization technique we use as a basis for our evaluation. We start by presenting the DB-LS queue. We describe the way different types of variables are protected. Finally we present an example of how we modify programs for soft-error detection.

5.1.1 Thread synchronization mechanism

The real difference in SPSC queues is how the FIFO policy is implemented. Usually it is accomplished at the level of the enqueue and dequeue functions, making sure everything is correct before actually executing the operation. In their simplest form, the Produce function waits until the next entry of the queue (accessed via enqueue pointer) is empty, writes it with the new value and advances the enqueue pointer one position. The Consume_Check method, on the other hand, holds until its next entry in the queue (accessed via dequeue pointer) is not empty, reads the value from it and compares it against the parameter, then it moves the dequeue pointer; if the values differ it should report a soft error. Sadly, this is costly because it implies a lot of standing by for the other thread to reach a certain state, before actually writing or reading the queue. So, the waiting implementation determines the overall performance of the queue.

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, we use the DB-LS queue [34] to implement the communication between replicas in our RMT technique because of its efficiency and that is applicable to our HPC
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method dbls_enqueue (data) 
{
    content[enqLocal]=data
    enqLocal = (enqLocal+1) % QSIZE
    if(enqLocal % UNIT==0)
    {
        while (enqLocal == deqCached)
            deqCached = deqIndex
        enqIndex = enqLocal
    }
}

method dbls_dequeue ()
{
    if (deqLocal % UNIT==0)
    {
        deqIndex = deqLocal
        while (deqLocal == enqCached)
            enqCached = enqIndex
    }
    data= content[deqLocal]
    deqLocal = (deqLocal +1) % QSIZE
    return data
}

(a) Enqueue operation  (b) Dequeue operations

Figure 5.1: DB-LS queue synchronization mechanism

context. We briefly introduce the DB-LS queue algorithm.

The DB-LS queue is based on a circular buffer and uses 3 different variables on each thread. On the leading thread for example the variables are:

- *enqLocal* stores the index of the last element pushed to the queue. This is a local variable not shared between threads.

- *enqIndex* is the shared index to the last element pushed to the queue, which is only updated when enough data has been accumulated.

- *deqCached*, is a local index corresponding to the last value of the shared *deqIndex* read by the leading thread.

The trailing thread uses 3 variables in a similar way (*deqLocal*, *deqIndex* and *enqCached*). Figure 5.1 shows the implementation of the enqueue/dequeue operations. The optimization lies in two key aspects, delayed buffering and lazy synchronization. Delayed buffering means that data are buffered on the producer with the help of a local index and only when enough values (UNIT operations) have been enqueued, the data are made visible to the other thread by updating the shared variable *enqIndex* (the same logic is applied to dequeue operations). Lazy synchronization means that the algorithm avoids checking directly shared variables on each enqueue/dequeue operation, but iterates based on local indexes. A deeper explanation is provided in [34].

5.1.2 Interface of our technique

Figure 5.2 presents the interface of the queue used for communication between the leading and the trailing threads. We omit details about cache alignment, queue size and optimization-specific
variables for the sake of clarity. The array content is the circular buffer used to store the data inserted in the queue. The queue has size QSIZE and manipulates objects of type Type. In practice a different queue can be instantiated for each basic data type used by the application. The variables on lines 4 and 6 are used to implement the DB-LS queue algorithm. Finally, the last variables (volState and volValue) are used during a synchronous communication before a store to a volatile variable.

The interface of the queue to communicate between the leading thread and the trailing thread includes 6 methods. The first two methods are used for asynchronous communication, that is, when the leading pushes a value and does not need an acknowledgment from the trailing thread before resuming its execution: Produce() pushes a new value to the queue and Consume_Check() reads the next value from the queue and checks for a soft error by comparing with the value computed by the trailing thread. The next two functions are the special cases of enqueue and dequeue operations for values used for store instructions to volatile variableq, i.e., they implement the synchronous communication. Produce_Volatile() enqueues a value and waits for an acknowledgment from the trailing thread before returning. Consume_Volatile() is the corresponding dequeue function that informs the leading thread when the data has been consumed. Finally, Produce_Direct() procedure is used to sent data from the main thread to its replica without any soft-error verification. Its counterpart is Consume_Direct(). These methods are used to send to the trailing thread, the result of volatile memory operations that return a value and that are only executed by the leading thread. The use of all these methods is illustrated through an example in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.3 Synchronous communication for volatile store operations

Figure 5.1 explains how asynchronous communication is implemented between the threads but, as mentioned before, stores to volatile variables are a special case that requires synchronous
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communication. The leading thread must wait for an acknowledgment from its replica, because it is about to execute something that may have irremediable effects.

Each synchronous exchange makes the producer spin-wait for the consumer’s acknowledgment allowing it to continue with the operation. Since the former might have already enqueued several “normal” values, it has to hold until all of them are verified for correctness. Therefore, a volatile store implies that the whole execution so far is checked for integrity.

We recall that these writes to volatile variables should not be replicated, e.g., we would not want to print twice a value to the console, or send data twice to a neighbor node. We must only make sure that any data used as parameters to these function calls are free of soft errors, before the leading thread executes them. Other RMT solutions also skip replicating these instructions [15, 23, 34, 37].

There is a risk of deadlock when checking a volatile store, because the DB-LS queue is used for asynchronous communication. The leading thread allows its replica to know that new data is in the queue only after every UNIT operations have been executed. Before that, the index enqIndex is not updated and therefore, the trailing thread is unaware of such data. If the consumer catches up to the point where it last saw the producer (enqCached) and the latter has not updated enqIndex ever since, then the replica will spin for a different enqIndex value. But, if there is a store to a volatile variable to be checked before the producer reaches a new UNIT limit, then it will also spin-wait for the replica to validate all recent entries. Sadly the consumer will not be able to validate new data, because the producer did not update the enqIndex variable.

It is unclear in [34] how Wang et al. deal with this scenario. So, we must be careful in order to have a deadlock-free synchronization mechanism while using the DB-LS queue. To avoid the system to hang, before every volatile store each thread calculates how many steps are needed to reach a new UNIT limit (we call this number $S$). Then, we logically advance both threads $S$ steps ahead (by updating the indexes). This makes the leading thread publish all local new data and update its real position. Both threads reach the same point and skips the same number $S$ of operations, thus avoiding any deadlock. Figure 5.3 shows the implementation of the synchronization before a store to a volatile variable. Note that the variables volValue and volState defined in Figure 5.2 are used for the synchronous communication.

It is common in programs that several store operations considered as volatile are done in the same code portion. For instance, it can be the case when an array or several variables are used as input to a library function call such as an MPI library. We note that in those cases only the last produced value needs to be treated as volatile, because checking a volatile store will imply that everything else so far is also validated.

5.1.4 Code transformation

We illustrate how the interface introduced in Figure 5.2 is used when two threads execute the same code in a RMT technique to detect data corruptions. Figure 5.4 shows a simple replication
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```plaintext
method Produce_Volatile(val)
{
  S = (UNIT - (enqLocal%UNIT)) % UNIT
  if (S > 0)
  {
    enqLocal = (enqLocal+S) % QSIZE
    deqCached = deqIndex
    enqIndex = enqLocal
  }
  volValue = val
  volState = 0
  while (volState == 0) {} 
}

method Consume_Volatile(val)
{
  while (volState == 1) {}
  if (not equal(val, volValue))
    Report_Soft_Error()
  volState = 1
  S = (UNIT - (deqLocal%UNIT)) % UNIT
  if (S > 0)
  {
    deqLocal = (deqLocal+S) % QSIZE
    deqIndex = deqLocal
    enqCached = enqIndex
  }
}
```

Figure 5.3: Implementation of synchronous communication

scenario. Figure 5.4(a) shows the original code. Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(c) show the code of the producer (leading) thread and the consumer (trailing) thread, respectively. In the source code there is a for loop that calculates a value and stores it in the variable local. Then it is shared among all ranks of the MPI application with an MPI_AllReduce() operation, which leaves the final result in the global variable. At last, the function returns this latter variable.

For each non-volatile variable computed by the program, a call to Produce() is added in the leading thread and a call to Consume_Check() in the trailing thread. This is illustrated with the first highlighted code lines in Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), where each value computed inside the for loop is checked for soft errors.

After the last iteration of the for loop, the local variable should be considered as a volatile
variable since it is then used as a parameter in the call to the function `MPI_Allreduce()`. Thus, the final value stored in the variable `local` has to be checked using the `Produce_Volatile()` or `Consume_Volatile()` functions. This ensures that the value stored in `local` is tested for correctness before running the MPI function call.

Finally, note that the call to the external library function `MPI_Allreduce()` is only executed by the leading thread. Hence the value returned by the function should be sent from the leading thread to the trailing thread. The `Produce_Direct()` and `Consume_Direct()` methods are used for this purpose (at lines 12).

### 5.2 Techniques to improve performance of RMT

This section describes the strategies and optimizations we propose to improve the performance of RMT techniques in the context of HPC applications. In Section 6, we evaluate the impact of these optimizations by applying them to the basic RMT solution we presented above. The main goal of these enhancements is to improve the performance and to reduce the cost of the communication between the leading thread and the trailing thread.

The first idea we propose to improve the performance of communication is to leverage SMT to host a thread and its replica on the same physical core. Then, we propose two ideas that aim at limiting the amount of data exchanged between replicas: `variable aggregation` and `selective checking`. We present these ideas in this section.

#### 5.2.0.1 The use of simultaneous multithreading

HPC applications usually try to take advantage of multicore architectures by performing computations in parallel. Most recent processor architectures additionally implement simultaneous
multithreading (Hyper-Threading Technology in the case of Intel processors). SMT allows to have 2 or more threads concurrently executing in the same physical core [27]. It makes a single physical processor appear as (at least) two logical processors. The physical execution resources are shared and the architecture state is duplicated for the virtual processors.

Because it is important to utilize all available resources, the use of SMT threads would seem obvious for HPC applications. Sadly, not all programs scale up properly with this feature. Different data access patterns make up for different performance effects. Whether the program is CPU or memory bound impacts significantly how much benefit can SMT deliver. The limited scalability of some HPC workloads with SMT threads has been highlighted in several studies [26, 29, 30].

Regardless of whether SMT threads can be used to solve the original application problem or not, they can help speed up soft-error detection. Hence, we propose to use SMT in our context to improve the performance of RMT. Since the leading thread and the trailing thread need to communicate very frequently, it can be good for performance to place them as close as possible on a multicore processor. We propose to accomplish that by placing (and pinning) the trailing thread in the same physical core where the leading one resides. Exchanging data between threads that share the first cache level can be of great aid at reducing the performance degradation induced by RMT synchronization.

5.2.0.2 Variable Aggregation

Another way to reduce the performance impact of communication between the replicas is to reduce the amount of data exchanged between the threads.

We can significantly reduce the queue stress by grouping several values together before enqueue/dequeue operations. We refer to this approach as variable aggregation. It is based on an idea presented in [23]. The authors state that two values can be unified through an operation, if the result still allows soft error detection on either value. The aggregate (+) operator is one of this kind. For example, if two values need to be checked, we can add them together in both threads and just compare their result. If one value in a thread gets corrupted then its output will differ from the one in the other thread, and the soft error would still be detected.

In this paper, we study a generalization of variable aggregation where more values can be grouped together to further reduce the number of enqueues and dequeues. Aggregating multiple values together weakens soft-error detection. First, if more than one value is corrupted, there is a small chance that, due to the aggregation, 2 bit-flips or more would compensate each other and go undetected. Second, there is a risk of overflow when computing the aggregated value. Third, even if a SDC is detected, we lose the information about which specific value was corrupted. Note that this last point is not a major issue in case recovery is based on a checkpointing mechanism.

We chose the (+) operator because it does not require to cast variables to other types, as it would be the case for bit-wise operators such as XOR for instance.
it might not be important to know which of the last $n$ instructions was corrupted, but to know that at least one of them is, so the recovery can begin.

One important implementation detail is that the grouping granularity should be a power of 2, because modulo operations can be implemented in a very efficient way using bit-wise operations for such values.

Figure 5.5 shows how the variable aggregation optimization is implemented. This strategy can only be applied in the case of asynchronous communication. We replace Produce() and Consume_Check() function calls by wrappers to those functions that handle variable aggregation. If a synchronous communication is initiated through Produce_Volatile(), the current groupVal is immediately pushed to the queue even if not enough data have been aggregated.

### 5.2.0.3 Selective checking

Another more aggressive optimization that we propose is to only check for soft errors at certain points of the application. As previously explained, volatile stores are the point where a thread could make a data corruption visible to the outside world. As such, we propose to only check values (address and data) that are used for store instructions to volatile variables. We refer to this optimization as selective checking.

In the examples of Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), selective checking implies that the intermediate values generated for the variable local inside the loop (at line 7) are not checked anymore: only the final value at the end of the loop is checked for correctness. Therefore a lot of checks will be removed.

Since this optimization reduces the number of computed values that are checked for soft errors, it also weakens the detection mechanism. We think that checking all store to volatile variables should allow detecting any error that would impact the final result of the application. One new issue could be that the time between the corruption and its detection would increase...
due to this mechanism. Running experiments to better understand these points is part of our future work.

A similar idea has been explored on a ILR approach on ESoftCheck [36]. The authors try to identify the minimum number of checks necessary to detect a soft error and still be able to recover the application. It uses a set of compiler optimizations techniques in order to automatically identify what needs to be replicated. For example it attempts to discover redundant checks, those that are postdominated by another nearby check. To our extent, the idea of selective checking has not been studied on a RMT solution.
In this chapter we present our evaluation. We start this by describing the implementation of RMT used for our tests and the testbed. We evaluate the impact of the optimizations we propose using two benchmarks from the Mantevo project.

### 6.1 Implementation

To evaluate the efficiency of our optimizations, we chose to implement RMT directly in the code of the tested applications by modifying the code of these applications. Automatically replicating an application for RMT using for instance a compiler approach has already been done in other works [23, 34, 37], and it could also be done for our solution. The goal of thesis paper is to assess the gain that can be obtained thanks to the optimizations we propose. As such, we chose to delay the implementation of an automatic tool to future work.

Hence, in the experiments presented in this paper, we modified the code of the tested applications to create two threads out of the main thread of the applications and to call the `Produce()` and `Consume()` functions defined in the previous section appropriately.

The code to implement our technique (SPSC queue, comparison of values, etc.) has been implemented in C. Special care has been taken to properly align variables and to pad the data structures to avoid any false sharing.

### 6.2 Setup of the experiments

All experiments presented below are run on a node equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630L v4 processors (Broadwell architecture) and 128 GB of RAM. Each processor features 10 physical cores, that is, 20 physical cores in total and 40 logical cores when Hyper-Threading is enabled.
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The machine runs Debian 9.5 with Linux kernel 4.9.0-7-amd64, GCC version is 6.3.0-18 for Debian and Open MPI 2.0.2.

Evaluations are executed with two applications included in the Mantevo benchmark suite: HPCCG and CoMD. The first one is representative of workloads from finite element methods. It takes matrix dimensions as arguments used to calculate the global problem size. CoMD is a reference implementation of typical classical molecular dynamics algorithms. It can also take arguments that impact the total number of atoms used in the simulation [13]. We use the MPI version of these two applications.

Unless otherwise stated, the global problem size used for running each application is the following: a total number of atoms of $2.4565 \times 10^6$ in CoMD and a global problem size of $1.28 \times 10^8$ in HPCCG. All results presented in this section are average execution times over 10 runs of each application. The histogram graphs include error bars, showing the standard deviation, however they represent in general less than 1% of variation, so they are hard to spot.

6.2.1 Scaling of HT in the original applications

The main goal of this experiment is to observe how hyper-threading impacts the original applications. We tested the scalability of the two applications when using hyper-threading by comparing the performance using 20 MPI ranks and 40 MPI ranks, this is exactly the point where the processors begins to use all logical cores and therefore hyper-threads. We observed a limited performance improvement of just about 18% for CoMD and even a performance degradation of 4.2% for HPCCG. Figure 6.1 helps to show this behavior.

![Figure 6.1: Scaling of applications with multiple ranks](image)

Figure 6.1: Scaling of applications with multiple ranks
6.3 Impact of aggregation granularity on performance

The next experiment we run aims at studying the impact of the number of values we aggregate together on the efficiency of the variable aggregation optimization. Figure 6.3 shows the result for the two applications. The values in the graphics are the execution times of the replicated execution of each application, as more values are aggregated it would be expected that the performance would improve, however we can see that aggregating more than 16 values does not lead to any significant gain. Therefore, for all other experiments we use this value for aggregation.

![Graphs showing execution times for CoMD and HPCCG](image)

Figure 6.2: Impact of variable aggregation granularity on RMT performance

We can normalize the values of the last two figures based on the execution time of the not-replicated execution. By doing so we can calculate how much performance overhead the replicated execution incurs in each application. As show in Figure 6.3, CoMD is the one that experiments more performance overhead (more than 6x), but by applying variable aggregation more than 1x is gained. HPCCG on the other hand starts around 2.8x and this optimization is able to reduce the overhead to almost 2x.

6.4 Performance impact of the optimizations

In this experiment we study the performance impact of variable aggregation and selective checking on RMT in both applications. For each configuration, we also compare the performance when the leading thread and the trailing thread are on the same core (labeled Hyper-threads), and when they are on different cores (labeled Different Cores). As mentioned in Section 6.2 the test machine’s architecture has two Intel Xeon X5-2630L processors each one with 10 physical cores and 20 logical cores. In the first one, the cores have the following numbering 0/20, 2/22, ..., 16/36, 18/38, each pair representing the two logical cores of each physical core. That means that the
first physical core (of the first processor) has the logical cores 0 and 22, and so on. In the second processor, the cores are numbered in the same fashion like this 1/21, 3/23, ..., 17/37, 19/39.

Figure 6.4 shows the Different cores configuration, where we pin each leading and trailing thread to a different physical core but on the same processor. This configuration would be the most likely if no pinning is manually specified, meaning if the operative system is the one responsible to assign threads to cores. In the figure, each pair of colors represents the leading and trailing threads.
Figure 6.5 on the other hand shows the *Hyper-threads* configuration, where we pin each leading and trailing thread to the same physical core. This configuration allows the sibling replicated threads to share the core resources. Again, in the figure, each pair of colors represents the leading and trailing threads.

**Figure 6.5.** Hyper-threads configuration, each pair of colors represent a pair of leading and trailing threads.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 study the performance impact of *variable aggregation* and *selective checking* on RMT in both applications. The default configuration is when no optimization is applied. Then each optimization is evaluated independently. The results are presented as a normalize execution time taking the execution time of the unmodified application as reference.

Figures 6.6(a) and 6.7(a) show the performance when running only 1 MPI rank. The problem size is then changed as follows for each application: $1.08 \times 10^5$ atoms for CoMD and a problem size of $8.1 \times 10^6$ for HPCCG. Evaluation with one rank implies that when the replicas are run on hyper-threads of the same core a single core is used, whereas when replicas are executed on different cores, two cores are used. In this case, we can observe that the impact of each optimization on the performance is significant. However, running replicas on different cores is faster but uses 2 cores instead of one.

Figures 6.6(b) and 6.7(b) show the performance when running 20 MPI ranks, that is 40 threads in total when RMT is applied. In this case, in the configuration named *hyper-threads*, threads are pinned so that each core hosts the two replicas of the same rank. In the configuration named *Different Cores*, threads are pinned so that half of the cores host the *leading* threads and the other half host the *trailing* threads. If core $A$ hosts the *leading* thread of two ranks, the *trailing* thread of these two ranks are also hosted on the same core $B$. Furthermore, pinning is done in such a way that cores $A$ and $B$ are on the same NUMA node.
In the experiments with 20 ranks, it is better to have both the leading and replica threads on the same core; just by choosing where to place the replica thread can imply a performance boost. This option outperforms the other configuration even though they are using the same amount of resources. In all levels of optimizations on both applications those improvements range from 6.2% to 11.6%.

In the experiment with 20 ranks, variable aggregation on CoMD reduces by 18.75% the overhead of RMT while for HPCCG it shows a 22.73% improvement. Selective checking is the optimization that delivers the best performance. For CoMD it improves the performance of RMT by 62.18% and for HPCCG by 58.56%.
Finally the best configuration in the executions with 20 ranks is with selective checking and replicas placed on hyper-threads of the same core. In the case, CoMD is 2.2x slower than a non replicated execution, and HPCCG is only 1.42x slower. These results make us think that RMT can be a viable solution for soft-error detection in HPC applications.

### 6.5 Problem size impact on performance overhead

The objective of this experiment is to show how the best replicated execution behaves when varying the original problem size. Table 6.1 is a comparison on HPCCG using 20 ranks, between the baseline execution, that is the execution without RMT, and the best replicated configuration (selective checking when placing the replicas on hyper-thread of the same core). The first row of Table 6.1 is the global problem sizes considered. The second row shows the mean execution times in seconds of the baseline while increasing the problem size. The third row shows the mean execution times of the best replicated execution. Finally, the last row shows the overhead normalized to the baseline. We see that the overhead of 1.41x observed in Section 6.4 remains valid for different problem sizes.

Table 6.2 is the equivalent for CoMD. The first row of Table 6.2, must be multiplied by $10^6$ (for space reasons omitted) to get the different number of atoms used. Once again the 2.22x performance overhead observed in Section 6.4 remains valid for different problem sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>$4 \times 10^6$</th>
<th>$6 \times 10^6$</th>
<th>$8 \times 10^6$</th>
<th>$1 \times 10^7$</th>
<th>$1.2 \times 10^7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (sec)</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>116.1</td>
<td>145.7</td>
<td>175.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. (sec)</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>164.3</td>
<td>205.9</td>
<td>247.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>1.42x</td>
<td>1.41x</td>
<td>1.41x</td>
<td>1.41x</td>
<td>1.41x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: HPCCG - Impact of the problem size on performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes $\times 10^6$</th>
<th>2.048</th>
<th>2.4565</th>
<th>2.916</th>
<th>3.4295</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (sec)</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>101.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. (sec)</td>
<td>118.3</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>166.4</td>
<td>193.9</td>
<td>225.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>2.25x</td>
<td>2.22x</td>
<td>2.20x</td>
<td>2.19x</td>
<td>2.21x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: CoMD - Impact of the problem size on performance.

### 6.6 Pause instruction as a minor optimization

In addition to all optimizations evaluated in this section, we tested a solution to improve the performance of the SPSC queue in the case where replicas are hosted on the same physical core. Namely, we tried reducing the impact of the spin-wait loops involved in the synchronous
communication using the "pause" instruction. This instruction is specifically designed for processors supporting hyper-threading, to help speeding up performance when executing such code patterns. It provides a hint to the processor that the code sequence is a spin-wait loop, avoiding memory order violation and preventing the pipeline flush. In addition, it also de-pipelines the loop, preventing it from consuming execution resources excessively. By synchronizing using "pause", it is expected that spin-wait loops yield the core’s execution units to the other hyper-thread thus providing a better resource utilization overall [14]. However, experiments with both applications running 20 ranks with RMT showed only 1.5% of performance improvement on average.
In this chapter we present our conclusions for the current thesis dissertation. An analysis about the objectives and hypothesis is presented, in order to give a formal closure to the work. Finally, we provide a discussion on several topics that we did not have time to accomplish.

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis presents several optimizations to improve the performance of software-based RMT for soft-error detection. Our results first show that leveraging SMT threads can help improve the performance of RMT by placing the replicas of one thread on the same physical core. We also propose two optimizations that aim at reducing the amount of data exchanged between the replicas of one thread. Variable aggregation and selective checking significantly improve the performance of RMT at the cost of weakening soft-error detection. In the best configuration, that is when selective checking is applied and replicas of a thread are run on the same physical core, the performance overhead of RMT can be as low as 1.42x, making it a candidate solution to help detecting SDC at extreme scale.

Our next step for this work is to run experiments with fault injection to precisely quantify the degradation in error detection introduced by the proposed improvements of RMT. Still, we think that our optimizations can provide interesting new trade-offs between the reliability of soft-error detection and performance.
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

7.2 Thesis objective analysis

Regarding each specific objective we believe we have accomplished all of them. We were able to implement every single optimization we proposed and evaluate their performance impact on RMT. The main objective is achieved through the specific ones and even though for CoMD the performance overhead is not currently less than 2x, it is close to the desired value. So, we feel that we were able to demonstrate for some cases that RMT is a viable soft error detection solution at extreme scale.

7.3 Discussion

For now, our technique is not applied automatically to the application’s code. So, decisions such as what is cataloged as a volatile access or which values must be directly shared between threads are performed manually. However, such operations can be automated eventually, by trying to identify information available as compile time (such as volatile attributes in variables of C programs). Also, programming hints can be provided in order to ease the automation process.

We also plan to include other applications to the analysis. More applications will reveal different data access patterns and different performance overheads, which will make the study more complete. More testing scenarios are also to be included in the future, different architectures might yield different results.

One idea that might help improve performance of RMT techniques, is to take advantage that leading and trailing threads move at different speeds. In this scenario, the leading thread is faster than its replica, because the latter has to make extra computations to validate results. One could try to take advantage of the situation by allowing the consumer to read values from the queue without performing sync checks; i.e., asking if the index has already been produced. Since most of the times the producer should have pushed new data to the buffer, most of times the soft-error checks will match. Special consideration must be made for the mismatches, where the replica gets ahead. Counting enqueues/dequeues operations can be a way of identifying those cases.


